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David Smith Ame1ican, 1906-1965 
Attists of David Smith's generation often sought to produce artworks that challenged the conven­
tions of artistic "expression" and the expectations-technical, formal, psychological, interpreta­
tive-that accompanied them. Smith (like his contempormies Stumt Davis, Willem de Kooning, 
and Arshile Gorky) was one of a group of artists whose formal innovations were guided both by a 
desire to align themselves with avant-garde art and by a pressing need to distance themselves from 
European affiliation. In Barnett Newman's words, these aitists wanted to liberate themselves from 
"the impediments ... of Western European painting" in order to "create images whose reality is 
self-evident and which are devoid of the props and crutches" of European culture.1 A technical 
innovator, among other things, Smith would eventually become one of the first American mtists 
to use welding as an art form in the 1930s. 
While Smith shared those sentiments, his early sculptural practice reAects the inAuence of 
such innovative sculptors as Alberto Giacometti and Julio Gonzalez, and the painters Picasso, 
Kandinsky, and Mondrian. At the same time, Smith's works consistently demonstrate the artist's 
sustained effort to resist easy stylistic solutions, an independence that is the result as much of his 
particular technical practice as it is of the driving force behind his work: sculpture's potential to 
activate an equivalence between the reality of a physical body's experience in an environment and 
its embodiment in sculptural form.2 
Smith's anthropomorphic constructions from 1950-55 reflect the artist's interest in the 
abstract human figure in his mature work. Earlier expe1iments in Surrealist image.1y, containing 
bird and animal elements set within open iron frameworks and composed along directional lines, 
exhibit a calligraphic lyricism Smith later abandoned in favor of planar and volumetric forms 
welded together.3 The linear quality of his early work yielded to the manipulation of heavy, regu­
lar geometric shapes, burnished steel planes, cubes, rectangles, and cylinders, usually arranged 
vertically to reAect the posture and orientation of an upright human body. 
Smith was particularly concerned with re-creating in sculptural form the felt experience of 
his intersection ;vith nature and the environment. In 1959 he wrote: "The nature to which we all 
refer in the hist01y of art ... is no longer anecdote or robed and blindfolded vi1tue ... [The artist) 
no longer dissects [nature), nor moralizes upon it; he is its part. The outside world of nature is 
equal."4 To make a sculpture that is equal to nature is perhaps best accomplished not through 
mere imitation or illustration but by establishing an equivalence-a qualitative correspon­
dence-between a certain formal practice and one's sense of being "in" nature. 
Four Units Unequal" consists of four rectangular tooled and burnished stainless-steel boxes 
supported one above the other by four rectangular steel plates welded at right angles to the long 
side of each box. The dimensions of t)ie boxes vmy; the longest is twenty-eight inches across. 
Smith intended this work, like those of his later Cu bi series (for which this sculpture is a prece­
dent), to be placed out of doors. The artist used a carborundum grinding wheel to finely scratch 
the steel,6 a process that yielded a surface that does not show water spots and obviates the need 
for special coatings of paint. Additionally, Smith was ve1y concerned ;vith how his sculptures 
looked, ;vishing them to be visually compelling . The patterns created by the giinding wheel cre­
ate an aesthetically appealing surface of spatially ambiguous S\·\�rls that recall the gestural paint­
ing of Smith's friend and contempora1y Jackson Pollock. 
The most striking visual effect of this technique, however, is to make the surfaces of the 
sculpture appear transparent. The viewer seems to see into the boxes, which are no I.anger 
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opaque volumes impenetrable to sight but are now dematerialized forms. Nevertheless, the work 
asserts a resolute physicality. The sculpture-vertical, balanced, symmetrical-seems to corre­
spond to our own bodily position and orientation; its arrangement of boxes along a steel skeleton 
imitates our own arrangement of legs, torso, neck, and head along a spine. Just as the work faces 
us, we pass into its place and become equally involved in the reality of placement and space. 
Smith wrote, "Most of my sculpture is personal, needs a response in close proximity and the 
human ratio."7 He found the ratio he sought by establishing an equivalence between sculpture 
and viewer. The reality of Smith's art is not felt in the difference between us "in here" and it "out 
there." Rather, it is constituted and made self-evident by the transposition of the object and our­
selves, no longer separate, but identical. Our attention, when it becomes general and structural 
rather than specific and particular, <tllows us to make such exchanges between inside and outside: 
i.t becomes attuned to the equivalence of mind and nature, of body am! workl."-M. S. 
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